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I) Goals and Purpose
Ears have been used to identify people since the early 1900s. The first example of
ears being used to recognize humans was when Iannarelli, an American police officer, used
ear measurements to keep track of prisoners. His work lead to the creation of the discipline
called biometrics. Biometric systems can be used to confirm an individual’s identity by
comparing a sample physical feature to a previously examined template. The process of
developing a biometric system consists of present and analyzing a physical feature,
extracting the most distinguishing parts of the presented feature, then lastly creating and
storing a template of the feature. In our project we focused solely on collecting biometrics
relating to the structures that comprise the ear.
Ear biometrics is the measurement and analysis of the physical attributes of the ear
to identify an individual. In order to improve ear recognition and identification in ear
biometrics, the research conducted intends to determine the efficiency of an ear
classification scheme in improving the biometric recognition of ears. Questions that we
aimed to address in our study were:
1. Can ears be categorized to their structures such as the anti-helix, tragus, and
lobule?
2. Can a Haar-based classifier be developed using OpenCV’s computer vision
library that is able to categorize the anti-helix, tragus, and lobule from
pictures?
3. Can this classifier be used on an existing open-source ear database to
categorize the ears in the database?
4. Can the rank-1 recognition rate or accuracy of existing biometric algorithms
be improved by through this categorization step?
The research was conducted on the helix and lobule found on the outer structure of
the ear.
II) Related Work
We learned that the structure of the ear is unique and permanent. In addition we
discovered that the appearance of the ear does not change much over the course of a
person’s life. The contributions within this paper further reinforced our reasoning behind
focusing on building classifiers for ear structures.
http://www.cosy.sbg.ac.at/~uhl/ear_survey.pdf
Pflug, Christoph B. "Ear Biometrics: A Survey of Detection, Feature Extraction and Recognition Methods"
(2012).

From the study conducted in this paper we were able to get a concrete idea of how to
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approach building an ear classifier. We also learned that there is a high demand for
biometrics and improved schemes allow for better storage.
Ugbaga, Ghazali S. "Human Ear Classification Scheme Based On Lobule Chain Code and Helix" (2013).

The information within this paper introduced us to biometrics as a process: feature
extraction, existing recognition systems, examples of algorithms used to detect edges,
reduce noise and normalize image samples.
Washington,Gloria "Ear Feature Analysis, Extraction Tools, and Classification for Improved Recognition."
(2013).

Key concepts we took from this paper were parametric vs non-parametric statistics and
models and how bioinformatics can be taken from a person’s effect on the environment.
http://www.csse.monash.edu.au/~smarkham/resources/param.htm
Ashok Veeraraghavan, Amit Roy Chowdhury and Rama Chellappa. “Matching Shape Sequences in Video
with an application to Human Movement Analysis.”

The following are references to datasets containing ear samples from the University of
Notre Dame.
ND-Collection E
Data Type: Visible Light Ear
Approximate Download Size: 487 MB
License Agreement
464 visible light profile (ear) images from 114 human subjects captured in 2002.
ND-Collection F
Data Type: 3D + 2D Ear Images
Approximate Download Size: 2.5 GB
License Agreement

942 3D (and corresponding 2D) profile (ear) images from 302 human subjects captured in 2003 and 2004.

III) Process
The implementation of ear biometrics in a software application began with the
installation of the Open Source Computer Vision Software (opencv), an application with a
python interface designed for computational efficiency in real-time. The application was
installed on a Mac OS prior to the installation of Python.
In order to create the classification scheme, the helix and lobule were defined. The
helix was defined as a curved structure of cartilage on the visible ear. The helix was divided
into two categories, a wide helix and a narrow helix. The lobule was defined as the small
lobe of the ear. The lobule was divided into two categories, an attached lobule and a
detached lobule. Positive and negative haar cascade classifier training images were
collected for the helix and the lobule. 25 positive haar cascade classifier training images
and 25 negative haar cascade training images were collected for the attached lobule and
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detached lobule.
A visual definition of the outer structure of the ear reduces accuracy biometric
recognition in contrast with a mathematical definition of the outer structure of the ear. In
order to generate a mathematical definition of the outer structure of the ear, an edge
detection algorithm was implemented in an object marker. The object marker adjusted the
positive haar cascade classifier training images to display the structures of the ear that
contained the helix and the lobule. The object marker produced a description file that
specified coordinates in correspondence to the location of the helix and the lobule. A
description file was then generated for the negative haar cascade classifier training images
with images displaying structures of the ear that did not contain the helix or the lobule.
After creating description files for the helix and lobule, implementation of the haar
cascade classifier training was conducted. The implementation consisted of the
development of a detection program in python. When executed, the program detected the
location of the structure of the ear based on the classifier and positive haar cascade
classifier training image specified in the program. The results of the program execution
determined the accuracy of the haar cascade classifier training by defining accurate and
inaccurate location detection of the specified structure of the ear. The results were
evaluated to generate an accuracy report and conclude a portion of the research.

IV) Results and Discussion
We were able to build a haar-cascade classifier for the the helix portion of the ear. In
addition we wrote a python script to test how well the classifier detects narrow helixes.
Ideally the program will highlight only areas where there is a narrow helix, but the
accuracy of the classifier was sub-par to our expectations. The following are the results
from conducting 5 trials.
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Narrow helix accuracy reports:
trial 1: 1/4
trial 2: 3/7
trial 3: 1/4
trial 4: 1/5
trial 5: 2/5

Overall Accuracy: 8/25 = 32 %

The script is below (figure 1).

Figure 1. Source code for detect.py

Screenshots of the trials are below (Figure 2)
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Figure 2. Trials for detecting narrow helixes

The implementation of the haar cascade classifier training for the lobule was
conducted in a windows environment as a result of a consistently produced error in Mac OS
when generating description files for positive and negative images. The positive and
negative haar cascade classifier training images for the lobule were adjusted to black and
white in order to improve accuracy. A description file was created for haar cascade
classifier training and resulted in a collection of coordinates for the lobule structure of the
ear (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Haar Cascade Classifier Training: Description File Creation

After the creation of a description file, implementation was attempted in order to
define the accuracy of the haar cascade classifier. The implementation was done with a
detection program written in python for a Mac OS and adjusted to run in a Windows
environment. When attempting to run the program an error was produced and remained
unresolved. The error indicated a module was undetected therefore we weren’t able to test
the detection accuracy of the lobule classifier. (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Haar Cascade Classifier Training: Detection Program Execution

V) Future Work
In the future, we plan to improve the existing accuracy of our classifiers as well as
create additional classifiers for other structures of the ear including the tragus and
anti-helix. In order to improve accuracy we would collect a larger amount of haar cascade
classifier training images and generate updated accuracy reports based on the larger
collection of positive and negative images. Questions we aim to address in the future:
1. Can the accuracy report results improved with an increase in haar cascade
classifier training images?
2. How many subcategories do the outer structures of the ears need to be
divided into in order to maintain accuracy of classifiers?
3. Which of the outer structures of the ear produce the highest accuracy in
terms of identification and detection of structure location?
VI) Web Links
Errol Grannum:

http://hucreu2016.blogspot.com/

Morgan Williams:

http://creuhu.blogspot.com/
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VII)

Presentations and Publications

Howard University Research Group Presentation Engineering Conference
Washington, DC Fall 2016
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